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pply to college, graduate from high school in the

spring, summer break and attend college in the

fall. The timeline is there and the intention is

there, but summer comes and those plans often melt in the

heat that takes over on hot summer days. 

“‘Summer melt’ is a national issue with many college-bound

students, especially from low income and first generation

households, failing to bridge the gap between high school and

college,” said Chancellor Madeline Pumariega with the

Division of Florida Colleges.

“Our colleges are now implementing a variety of programs

to identify graduating seniors, connect with them personally

and guiding them during the spring and summer months to

keep them on track to enter classes in the fall.”

‘Summer
Melt’
In break after high school, 
college plans often slip away
PAM FORRESTER TLH BLOGGER

A

See Summer Melt, Page 3C
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Movies

THE NEED FOR SPEED: A young man
(Ansel Elgort) with a high-speed talent
behind the wheel meets the girl (Lily
James) of his dreams but must pull off one
last high-stakes heist for a crime boss (Kev-
in Spacey) in the high-octane action flick
“Baby Driver.” It’s rated R and opens
Wednesday at the AMC 20 and Governor’s
Square.

TAKING A GAMBLE: After two suburban
parents (Will Ferrell, Amy Poehler) lose
their daughter’s college fund, they run an
illegal casino out of their basement to
make some fast money in the comedy “The
House.” It’s rated R and opens Friday at
the AMC 20 and Governor’s Square.

BROTHERS IN CRIME: The former criminal
mastermind Gru (voice of Steve Carell) is
fired from his job as a secret agent after
failing to catch a diamond thief and is
drawn back into the bad-guy trade by his
wealthy, villainous brother Dru (voice of
Carell) in the animated family comedy
“Despicable Me 3.” It’s rated PG and
opens Friday at the AMC 20 and Governor’s
Square.

BUCK UP, COWBOY: An aging, hard-living
cowboy movie star (Sam Elliott) suddenly
reevaluates his life and personal relation-
ships after receiving a cancer diagnosis in
the character drama “The Hero.” It’s rated
R and tentatively opens Fridayat Governor’s
Square.

HOLLYWOOD POWER COUPLE: One
talented storyboard artist and his archivist
wife remain behind the scenes while help-
ing out such filmmakers as Alfred Hitch-
cock, Francis Ford Coppola, Danny Devito
and Mel Brooks when The Tallahassee Film
Society presents the insider documentary
“Harold and Lillian: A Hollywood Love
Story.” It’s not rated and runs Friday,
Saturday and Sunday at All Saints Cinema,
in the Amtrak station off Railroad Avenue.
Visit www.tallahasseefilms.com.

Comedy

LAUGH IT UP: The Comedy Zone club
returns to Tallahassee when stand-up
comics Darryl Rhoades (“Vampire Dia-
ries”) and Luke Schans share the stage
starting at 8 p.m. Thursday at The Junction
at Monroe concert hall, 2011 S. Monroe St.
General admission tickets are $10 and $15
for reserved seats. The shows will contain
adult humor. Visit
www.junctionatmonroe.com.

LIMELIGHT EXTRA

THERE’S
MUSIC IN
THE AIR
Get a jump on your

weekend entertainment

plans every Wednesday,

and pick up the Limelight

section on Friday

NEIL COKER AND MARK HINSON
DEMOCRAT WRITER AND SENIOR WRITER

ALISON GRIMES/SPECIAL TO THE DEMOCRAT

Ariel (Alexandra Newport) and Ren
(Cannon Haworth) discuss his life back in
Chicago and what it’s like being the new
kid in town in Young Actors Theatre’s
“Footloose.” The musical finishes its run
this weekend.

See Limelight Extra, Page 2C

For thousands of years, Florida’s
coast, wetlands, and estuaries have be-
guiled artists. The area’s earliest resi-
dents created pottery, boxes, and deco-
rative objects adorned with aquatic
motifs.

From John James Audubon who ar-
rived in the 1830s to document herons
and pelicans, to our beloved Highway-
men who began selling their lush land-
scapes on the roadside in the 1950s,
those who create find Florida’s unique
wildlife and breathtaking vistas a mo-
tivating force.

Danielle Figueroa upholds that ar-
tistic tradition. “I’m inspired by Flori-
da. It’s my favorite place.”

In her studio, she creates artworks
in a variety of mediums and during the
summer, she offers the same opportu-
nity to students through themed,
week-long camps. The “Deep Blue 

Campers
dive deep
into art
AMANDA KARIOTH THOMPSON
COUNCIL ON CULTURE & ARTS

AMANDA THOMPSON

Campers worked on a variety of mixed
media art projects. 

See Campers, Page 7C

Parents, to continue a child’s in-
tensive math instruction over the
long summer so that they don’t lose
their skills, all you need is a cup. A
measuring cup, to be exact.

A measuring cup has more poten-
tial to teach a myriad of math skills
than your home computer and, the
last time I looked, is a whole lot
cheaper. A couple of important edu-
cational principles come into play
here.

One is that hands-on learning, in
which the child actually manipulates
things in the physical world, is deep-
er and faster than learning the same
skill by looking at a two-dimensional
screen or book. The act of physically
interacting with one’s environment

brings many more senses into play
for the brain to make sense of the
world than simply sitting and staring.

The other important educational
principle is that what can be seem-
ingly boring skills, such as manipu-
lating fractions, for instance, be-
comes decidedly un-boring when
coupled with a specific purpose in-
stead of being taught in isolation. The
skills are learned quicker, deeper and
last longer.

Enough of educational theory, let’s
bake a cake. Or biscuits. Or a casse-
role. The cookbook, coupled with a
measuring cup is a math-learning
generating machine. And it’s fun,
which is the third pillar of education-
al learning.

We’ll start with fractions. It soon
becomes apparent that 1⁄4 cup of salt
is real different than 3⁄4 cup of salt.
(Throw out the biscuits, quick.) That
adding a cup of water when only a
half cup is asked for has conse-

To teach kids math, get
them to open a cookbook

Bill 
Hoatson
GUEST COLUMNIST

See Hoatson, Page 2C
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Want a memorable accessory for that
big event? Think beyond the traditional
pinned-on boutonnière or corsage, and
consider wearing a piece of floral art.

“There are those floral artists who are
thinking outside the box and are using
blooms and botanical elements in new,
fresh ways, as in floral jewelry and wear-
ables,” said Tobey Nelson, owner of To-
bey Nelson Events and Design in Lang-
ley, Washington.

Wearable flowers have been getting
play on fashion runways, and are in-
creasingly popular as necklaces, brace-
lets and crowns at weddings, proms or
other special occasions. Some can even
be replanted later.

Nelson describes her flower jewelry
as “neck gardens” or “wrist gardens.”

“I see so many different plant parts —
be it a flower or berry or an acorn or
curly stem — as a gem of nature,” she
said. “It is only fitting that I would fash-
ion them into jewelry.”

Floral designers cajole blooms — of-
ten succulents — into jewelry bases that
can be worn around a wrist or finger, or
used as necklaces, earrings and head-
pieces. Many of the bases can be used
again after the flowers are spent.

Succulents are resilient, simple to
grow and don’t need to be watered fre-
quently. Sedums, echeverias and sem-
pervivums multiply rapidly. Eventually,
they will expand off their bases, sending
out roots in search of nutrients.

“The life expectancy of a floral wear-
ables piece made from succulents can be
three weeks to two months, as long as it is
stored in sunlight,” Nelson said. “Jewel-
ry made from succulents can be taken
apart when the plants begin to outgrow
the jewelry piece and then planted.”

Susan Mcleary, a floral designer, art-
ist and instructor who operates Passion-
flower in Ann Arbor, Michigan, has a
long list of go-to flowers and foliage that
she uses as wearables.

“The best way to form your own list is
to test obsessively,” Mcleary said. “Any-
time I get a new flower in the studio, I
snip off a few blooms to test how they
fare out of water.

“For floral jewelry, I love using
young, tight ranunculus, astrantia
blooms, hyacinth pips, delphinium flo-
rets, huechera foliage, herbs, berries,

pods, miniature orchids to name a few.”
Floral pieces appreciate a periodic

misting but they are made to last for the
duration of a one-day event such as a
wedding or party, Mcleary said. Succu-
lents can last up to three weeks without
watering.

Mcleary’s designs often center
around a single family of colors, adding a
variety of shades and textures to boost
interest. “Larger blooms and darker
shades typically are set down first, and
more delicate materials and lighter

shades float above,” she
said.

She receives many illus-
trated thank you notes
from former clients — usu-
ally brides — for whom she
designed succulent jewelry
that was successfully re-pot-
ted.

“A favorite photo came on one
couple’s first anniversary: a pot of
overflowing plants, happily nestled in
their new home,” she said.

FLORAL ACCESSORIES GET CREATIVE
Go beyond the traditional

corsage for that big event

DEAN FOSDICK ASSOCIATED PRESS

LEFT: Floral
artists are
using blooms
and botanical
elements in
new, fresh
ways as in
floral jewelry
and
wearables.
“There are
those floral
artists who
are thinking
outside the
box and are
using blooms
and botanical
elements in
new, fresh
ways, as in
floral jewelry
and
wearables,”
said Tobey
Nelson,
owner of
Tobey Nelson
Events and
Design in
Langley,
Washington.

BELOW:
Designers are
creating floral
jewelry such
as this
bracelet. 
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Sea” camp garnered a lot of interest and
allowed participants to explore Florida-
centric subject matter through a variety
of techniques.

“Depending on the pace of the camp,
students will complete anywhere be-
tween twelve and fifteen projects,” said
Figueroa. Most of the activities use a
combination of materials and methods,
especially ones campers may not yet
have proficiency with. “Pencil is com-
fortable for most everybody but work-
ing with a brush is a learning curve, it’s
hard. I really try to do a lot of projects
that include paint just because I want for
them to feel like they have control of the
brush versus the brush having control of
them.”

Students were able to practice their
brush strokes and delve into the concept
of mixed-media with the creation of a
three-dimensional jelly fish sculpture.
Twelve-year-old camper Jacob Somerset
explained the process.

“We laid strips of paper on a balloon
and we made a paste and rubbed it all
over. A day later, we popped the balloon
and started to paint them. I used two col-
ors of ribbon for the stingers and made
them different lengths. Then I put glow-
in-the-dark paint on it.”

Jacob enjoys making art and shared
“it helps me concentrate and stay fo-
cused.” He thought this camp “would be
interesting and I’d be able to learn new
things and do new things.”

In one project, campers were chal-
lenged to depict sea-turtles in a style
known as Pointillism which was devel-
oped in the late 1880s as an outgrowth of
Impressionism. Precision and attention
to craftsmanship are critical for this
method as the image is created from
hundreds of small dots of color. O ne of
art history’s most recognizable practi-
tioners of Pointillism is Georges Seurat
who is famous for his painting titled “A
Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La
Grande Jatte.” Campers were also intro-
duced to the work of John E. Metcalfe, a
local artist who has adopted a similar
style. 

Campers began the artwork by
sketching a sea-turtle onto a prepared
blackboard and selecting a palette of col-
ors to work with. Using common cotton
swabs, they applied paint, dot by dot, in
any pattern they wished. Eleven-year-
old Sierra Butterfield enjoyed learning a
new technique.

“I feel like it shows how you can do
stuff with everyday objects," she said. "
If you’re ever like, ‘dang it, I don’t have
paint brushes but I have Q-tips,’ you can
still create.”

Few things keep Sierra from creating.
She carries a sketchbook everywhere
she goes because “you never know when
you’ll have inspiration. My art is about
nature and how beautiful it is and how we
should conserve it. It makes me feel em-

powered that I can get across something
that I’m trying to say in a way that people
can look at. Art is a good way to express
yourself and come out of your shell,” she
added, giggling at the sea-turtle pun.

Figueroa makes room for the self-ex-
pression of her students and their explo-
ration of the art-making process. She
wants them to “enjoy the journey. That’s
a big deal because you learn a lot on the
journey.”

Through her summer camps, partici-
pants gain a variety of artistic skills and
knowledge but Figueroa confessed, “to
me, it’s the deeper part of what it does for
their soul, for their self-esteem, and for
their view of the earth. The next time
they go to the beach, I want for them to
be able to say, ‘oh, look at the texture on
that seashell,’ or ‘look at the way the light
hits the water and it goes from dark to
light.’ I want them to be inspired by the
beauty of what is around them.”

Find more details about Figueroa’s re-
maining summer camps and many oth-
ers at www.TallahasseeArts.org.

Amanda Karioth Thompson is the as-
sistant director for the Council on Cul-
ture & Arts. COCA is the capital area’s
umbrella agency for arts and culture
(www.tallahasseearts.org).

AMANDA THOMPSON

Campers are eager to answer questions during the Deep Blue Sea camp. 

AMANDA THOMPSON

Cotton swabs are the tool of choice for perfectly placed dots. 

Campers
Continued from Page 1C
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